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Introduction

In early 2018, the Board of the National Academy of Public Administration (the Academy) challenged its Standing Panels to develop public facing activities that advance the mission of the Academy. Accepting this challenge, the Standing Panel on Technology Leadership formed the Artificial Intelligence (AI) Working Group, based on the strong belief that AI and Robotics are generating a huge amount of interest and have the potential to impact the field of public administration for many years to come. Further, the group believes that the Academy has a great opportunity to actively explore this subject area and seek meaningful outcomes.

In March 2018, the AI Working Group focused on how to best match the talents of Academy Fellows and associated volunteers with the goal of developing White Papers in areas that the group felt had the most potential to impact public administration. By the Spring of 2018, three working groups emerged that focused on:

- AI and The Future of Work
- AI and Ethics
- AI and the Public Administration Curriculum

The Working Group on the Future of Work was headed by Karen Shrum, Principal, Government and Public Sector, Ernst & Young, LLP (EY). The Working Group on AI and Ethics was headed by Priscilla M. Regan, Professor of Government and Politics, George Mason University’s Schar School of Policy and Government. Finally, the Working Group on AI and the Teaching of Public Administration was headed by Alan R. Shark, Chair, Standing Panel on Technology Leadership; Executive Director, Public Technology Institute; and Associate Professor, the Schar School, George Mason University.

Each of the working groups are indebted to the work of Anders Shropshire, a Public Administration student at the University of Wisconsin recruited by the Academy to serve as a summer intern, as the group’s principal researcher and, in many cases, its principal writer. His research, quality of writing, and grasp of the topics was nothing short of extraordinary.

It is the hope of all those involved in the visioning, thinking, research, and commenting on draft reports that the final white papers are accepted as topics for action, that each addresses practical concerns, and that each calls for on-going research and issue monitoring. Making this report even more timely is the fact that President Trump issued an Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence on February 11th, 2019. We have included a copy of this significant order in this publication so that the reader has easy reference to the Administration’s AI objectives and a framework for our proposals.

The Working Groups believe their work has just begun, and we can expect more Academy contributions and outcomes on this overall topic in the years ahead.

Dr. Alan R. Shark
Chair, Standing Panel on Technology Leadership
Executive Order on Maintaining American Leadership in Artificial Intelligence

Issued February 11, 2019

By the authority vested in me as President by the Constitution and the laws of the United States of America, it is hereby ordered as follows:

Section 1. Policy and Principles. Artificial Intelligence (AI) promises to drive growth of the United States economy, enhance our economic and national security, and improve our quality of life. The United States is the world leader in AI research and development (R&D) and deployment. Continued American leadership in AI is of paramount importance to maintaining the economic and national security of the United States and to shaping the global evolution of AI in a manner consistent with our Nation’s values, policies, and priorities. The Federal Government plays an important role in facilitating AI R&D, promoting the trust of the American people in the development and deployment of AI-related technologies, training a workforce capable of using AI in their occupations, and protecting the American AI technology base from attempted acquisition by strategic competitors and adversarial nations. Maintaining American leadership in AI requires a concerted effort to promote advancements in technology and innovation, while protecting American technology, economic and national security, civil liberties, privacy, and American values and enhancing international and industry collaboration with foreign partners and allies. It is the policy of the United States Government to sustain and enhance the scientific, technological, and economic leadership position of the United States in AI R&D and deployment through a coordinated Federal Government strategy, the American AI Initiative (Initiative), guided by five principles:

(a) The United States must drive technological breakthroughs in AI across the Federal Government, industry, and academia in order to promote scientific discovery, economic competitiveness, and national security.

(b) The United States must drive development of appropriate technical standards and reduce barriers to the safe testing and deployment of AI technologies in order to enable the creation of new AI-related industries and the adoption of AI by today’s industries.

(c) The United States must train current and future generations of American workers with the skills to develop and apply AI technologies to prepare them for today’s economy and jobs of the future.

(d) The United States must foster public trust and confidence in AI technologies and protect civil liberties, privacy, and American values in their application in order to fully realize the potential of AI technologies for the American people.

(e) The United States must promote an international environment that supports American AI research and innovation and opens markets for American AI industries, while
protecting our technological advantage in AI and protecting our critical AI technologies from acquisition by strategic competitors and adversarial nations.

Sec. 2. Objectives. Artificial Intelligence will affect the missions of nearly all executive departments and agencies (agencies). Agencies determined to be implementing agencies pursuant to section 3 of this order shall pursue six strategic objectives in furtherance of both promoting and protecting American advancements in AI:

(a) Promote sustained investment in AI R&D in collaboration with industry, academia, international partners and allies, and other non-Federal entities to generate technological breakthroughs in AI and related technologies and to rapidly transition those breakthroughs into capabilities that contribute to our economic and national security.

(b) Enhance access to high-quality and fully traceable Federal data, models, and computing resources to increase the value of such resources for AI R&D, while maintaining safety, security, privacy, and confidentiality protections consistent with applicable laws and policies.

(c) Reduce barriers to the use of AI technologies to promote their innovative application while protecting American technology, economic and national security, civil liberties, privacy, and values.

(d) Ensure that technical standards minimize vulnerability to attacks from malicious actors and reflect Federal priorities for innovation, public trust, and public confidence in systems that use AI technologies; and develop international standards to promote and protect those priorities.

(e) Train the next generation of American AI researchers and users through apprenticeships; skills programs; and education in science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM), with an emphasis on computer science, to ensure that American workers, including Federal workers, are capable of taking full advantage of the opportunities of AI.

(f) Develop and implement an action plan, in accordance with the National Security Presidential Memorandum of February 11, 2019 (Protecting the United States Advantage in Artificial Intelligence and Related Critical Technologies) (the NSPM) to protect the advantage of the United States in AI and technology critical to United States economic and national security interests against strategic competitors and foreign adversaries.

Sec. 3. Roles and Responsibilities. The Initiative shall be coordinated through the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) Select Committee on Artificial Intelligence (Select Committee). Actions shall be implemented by agencies that conduct foundational AI R&D, develop and deploy applications of AI technologies, provide educational grants, and regulate
and provide guidance for applications of AI technologies, as determined by the co-chairs of the NSTC Select Committee (implementing agencies).

Sec. 4. Federal Investment in AI Research and Development.

(a) Heads of implementing agencies that also perform or fund R&D (AI R&D agencies), shall consider AI as an agency R&D priority, as appropriate to their respective agencies’ missions, consistent with applicable law and in accordance with the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) and the Office of Science and Technology Policy (OSTP) R&D priorities memoranda. Heads of such agencies shall take this priority into account when developing budget proposals and planning for the use of funds in Fiscal Year 2020 and in future years. Heads of these agencies shall also consider appropriate administrative actions to increase focus on AI for 2019.

(b) Heads of AI R&D agencies shall budget an amount for AI R&D that is appropriate for this prioritization.

(i) Following the submission of the President’s Budget request to the Congress, heads of such agencies shall communicate plans for achieving this prioritization to the OMB Director and the OSTP Director each fiscal year through the Networking and Information Technology Research and Development (NITRD) Program.

(ii) Within 90 days of the enactment of appropriations for their respective agencies, heads of such agencies shall identify each year, consistent with applicable law, the programs to which the AI R&D priority will apply and estimate the total amount of such funds that will be spent on each such program. This information shall be communicated to the OMB Director and OSTP Director each fiscal year through the NITRD Program.

(c) To the extent appropriate and consistent with applicable law, heads of AI R&D agencies shall explore opportunities for collaboration with non-Federal entities, including: the private sector; academia; non-profit organizations; State, local, tribal, and territorial governments; and foreign partners and allies, so all collaborators can benefit from each other’s investment and expertise in AI R&D.

Sec. 5. Data and Computing Resources for AI Research and Development.

(a) Heads of all agencies shall review their Federal data and models to identify opportunities to increase access and use by the greater non-Federal AI research community in a manner that benefits that community, while protecting safety, security, privacy, and confidentiality. Specifically, agencies shall improve data and model inventory documentation to enable discovery and usability, and shall prioritize improvements to access and quality of AI data and models based on the AI research community’s user feedback.

(i) Within 90 days of the date of this order, the OMB Director shall publish a notice in the Federal Register inviting the public to identify additional requests for access or
quality improvements for Federal data and models that would improve AI R&D and testing. Additionally, within 90 days of the date of this order, OMB, in conjunction with the Select Committee, shall investigate barriers to access or quality limitations of Federal data and models that impede AI R&D and testing. Collectively, these actions by OMB will help to identify datasets that will facilitate non-Federal AI R&D and testing.

(ii) Within 120 days of the date of this order, OMB, including through its interagency councils and the Select Committee, shall update implementation guidance for Enterprise Data Inventories and Source Code Inventories to support discovery and usability in AI R&D.

(iii) Within 180 days of the date of this order, and in accordance with the implementation of the Cross-Agency Priority Goal: Leveraging Federal Data as a Strategic Asset, from the March 2018 President’s Management Agenda, agencies shall consider methods of improving the quality, usability, and appropriate access to priority data identified by the AI research community. Agencies shall also identify any associated resource implications.

(iv) In identifying data and models for consideration for increased public access, agencies, in coordination with the Senior Agency Officials for Privacy established pursuant to Executive Order 13719 of February 9, 2016 (Establishment of the Federal Privacy Council), the heads of Federal statistical entities, Federal program managers, and other relevant personnel shall identify any barriers to, or requirements associated with, increased access to and use of such data and models, including:

(A) privacy and civil liberty protections for individuals who may be affected by increased access and use, as well as confidentiality protections for individuals and other data providers;

(B) safety and security concerns, including those related to the association or compilation of data and models;

(C) data documentation and formatting, including the need for interoperable and machine-readable data formats;

(D) changes necessary to ensure appropriate data and system governance; and

(E) any other relevant considerations.

(v) In accordance with the President’s Management Agenda and the Cross-Agency Priority Goal: Leveraging Data as a Strategic Asset, agencies shall identify opportunities to use new technologies and best practices to increase access to and usability of open data and models, and explore appropriate controls on access to sensitive or restricted data and models, consistent with applicable laws and policies, privacy and confidentiality protections, and civil liberty protections.
(b) The Secretaries of Defense, Commerce, Health and Human Services, and Energy, the Administrator of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, and the Director of the National Science Foundation shall, to the extent appropriate and consistent with applicable law, prioritize the allocation of high-performance computing resources for AI-related applications through:

(i) increased assignment of discretionary allocation of resources and resource reserves; or
(ii) any other appropriate mechanisms.

(c) Within 180 days of the date of this order, the Select Committee, in coordination with the General Services Administration (GSA), shall submit a report to the President making recommendations on better enabling the use of cloud computing resources for federally funded AI R&D.

(d) The Select Committee shall provide technical expertise to the American Technology Council on matters regarding AI and the modernization of Federal technology, data, and the delivery of digital services, as appropriate.

Sec. 6. Guidance for Regulation of AI Applications.

(a) Within 180 days of the date of this order, the OMB Director, in coordination with the OSTP Director, the Director of the Domestic Policy Council, and the Director of the National Economic Council, and in consultation with any other relevant agencies and key stakeholders as the OMB Director shall determine, shall issue a memorandum to the heads of all agencies that shall:

(i) inform the development of regulatory and non-regulatory approaches by such agencies regarding technologies and industrial sectors that are either empowered or enabled by AI, and that advance American innovation while upholding civil liberties, privacy, and American values; and

(ii) consider ways to reduce barriers to the use of AI technologies in order to promote their innovative application while protecting civil liberties, privacy, American values, and United States economic and national security.

(b) To help ensure public trust in the development and implementation of AI applications, OMB shall issue a draft version of the memorandum for public comment before it is finalized.

(c) Within 180 days of the date of the memorandum described in subsection (a) of this section, the heads of implementing agencies that also have regulatory authorities shall review their authorities relevant to applications of AI and shall submit to OMB plans to achieve consistency with the memorandum.

(d) Within 180 days of the date of this order, the Secretary of Commerce, through the Director of the National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST), shall issue a plan
for Federal engagement in the development of technical standards and related tools in support of reliable, robust, and trustworthy systems that use AI technologies. NIST shall lead the development of this plan with participation from relevant agencies as the Secretary of Commerce shall determine.

(i) Consistent with OMB Circular A-119, this plan shall include:

(A) Federal priority needs for standardization of AI systems development and deployment;

(B) identification of standards development entities in which Federal agencies should seek membership with the goal of establishing or supporting United States technical leadership roles; and

(C) opportunities for and challenges to United States leadership in standardization related to AI technologies.

(ii) This plan shall be developed in consultation with the Select Committee, as needed, and in consultation with the private sector, academia, non-governmental entities, and other stakeholders, as appropriate.

Sec. 7. AI and the American Workforce.

(a) Heads of implementing agencies that also provide educational grants shall, to the extent consistent with applicable law, consider AI as a priority area within existing Federal fellowship and service programs.

(i) Eligible programs for prioritization shall give preference to American citizens, to the extent permitted by law, and shall include:

(A) high school, undergraduate, and graduate fellowship; alternative education; and training programs;

(B) programs to recognize and fund early-career university faculty who conduct AI R&D, including through Presidential awards and recognitions;

(C) scholarship for service programs;

(D) direct commissioning programs of the United States Armed Forces; and

(E) programs that support the development of instructional programs and curricula that encourage the integration of AI technologies into courses in order to facilitate personalized and adaptive learning experiences for formal and informal education and training.

(ii) Agencies shall annually communicate plans for achieving this prioritization to the co-chairs of the Select Committee.

(b) Within 90 days of the date of this order, the Select Committee shall provide recommendations to the NSTC Committee on STEM Education regarding AI-related educational and workforce development considerations that focus on American citizens.
(c) The Select Committee shall provide technical expertise to the National Council for the American Worker on matters regarding AI and the American workforce, as appropriate.


(a) As directed by the NSPM, the Assistant to the President for National Security Affairs, in coordination with the OSTP Director and the recipients of the NSPM, shall organize the development of an action plan to protect the United States advantage in AI and AI technology critical to United States economic and national security interests against strategic competitors and adversarial nations.

(b) The action plan shall be provided to the President within 120 days of the date of this order, and may be classified in full or in part, as appropriate.

(c) Upon approval by the President, the action plan shall be implemented by all agencies who are recipients of the NSPM, for all AI-related activities, including those conducted pursuant to this order.

Sec. 9. Definitions. As used in this order:

(d) the term “artificial intelligence” means the full extent of Federal investments in AI, to include: R&D of core AI techniques and technologies; AI prototype systems; application and adaptation of AI techniques; architectural and systems support for AI; and cyberinfrastructure, data sets, and standards for AI; and

(e) the term “open data” shall, in accordance with OMB Circular A-130 and memorandum M-13-13, mean “publicly available data structured in a way that enables the data to be fully discoverable and usable by end users.”

Sec. 10. General Provisions.

(a) Nothing in this order shall be construed to impair or otherwise affect:

(i) the authority granted by law to an executive department or agency, or the head thereof; or

(ii) the functions of the Director of OMB relating to budgetary, administrative, or legislative proposals.

(b) This order shall be implemented consistent with applicable law and subject to the availability of appropriations.

(c) This order is not intended to, and does not, create any right or benefit, substantive or procedural, enforceable at law or in equity by any party against the United States, its departments, agencies, or entities, its officers, employees, or agents, or any other person.

DONALD J. TRUMP
THE WHITE HOUSE,
February 11, 2019.
Artificial Intelligence and the Future of Work
Prepared by Karen Shrum, Subgroup on the Future of Work Chair, and Lisa Gordon

Introduction

Today’s working world is changing faster than ever before. Disruption is the new norm. For the first time we have four generations in the workforce: Traditionalist, Boomer, Gen X and Millennial. In addition, the definition of the employee has changed with essentially four types of workers: full-time, contingent, remote, and robot. Customers and employees are seeking the same digital experience in their work that they have at home. Automation is becoming an accepted part of work processes, with promises of efficiency and an enhanced focus on mission-oriented activities. As the speed of innovation accelerates, Artificial Intelligence (AI) will continue to be a factor driving change in how people work. It has the potential to reduce cost and increase the value delivered by the worker to the organization as it improves quality and speed of getting work done. It can deliver an anytime/anywhere digital and customer experience at work. It can free time and resources to allow workers to focus on strategic, high-touch activities.

The potential for increased productivity and work, as well as a blended workforce, can provoke both excitement and anxiety. For many, considering the benefits of productivity and increased quality, the choice to automate seems obvious. However, to others, the introduction of AI often brings trepidation and resistance, primarily around the loss of a job or a significant change in work. Leaders and managers may not know how to begin to implement AI as there are no readily discernable toolkits that provide a blueprint for successful implementation and adoption. These factors can impede and potentially stall the adoption of AI.

The adoption of AI in various business sectors is rapidly emerging, but is still in its early stages in government and not-for-profits. However, these sectors are not immune to the change and disruption being driven through AI. For example, the non-profit industry may be pressured to use AI by funders where they expect philanthropic dollars to be used wisely. The current trends usually focus on the outcomes of programs for clients, but in the future, there may be systems to automate how the work is done. Partnering across non-profit organizations, to track data for individuals who use services from multiple providers, is becoming a leading practice in many areas of the public sector. This collaborative approach and AI will likely converge in the future and lead to new service delivery models. The optimism to use AI is balanced by the need to continue to have a compassionate provision of service both to those in need and to the workers displaced by the introduction of new approaches to delivering services.

The intent of this paper is to help create awareness about AI’s impact on the workforce and some of the resources that can inform leaders and managers as they prepare to deploy AI in their organizations. We look specifically at the federal, state and local and not-for-profit workforces. To set the stage, we begin with a brief overview of selected research. We summarize the key workforce challenges and what various organizations have done to overcome those as they implement AI. Based on our observations, we also present a road map comprised of practical
and actionable suggestions. It outlines how an organization may successfully prepare its workforce for AI deployment and ultimately provide better service delivery to its customers.

**What the research tells us**

Much has been written about AI and its impact on the workforce, but there is no consensus on how many jobs will be replaced entirely and what types of new jobs will be created. We selected a few examples for this paper: A recent World Economic Forum (WEF) report\(^1\), *The Future of Jobs 2018*, noted that developments in automation technologies and AI could see 75 million jobs displaced. However, another 133 million new roles may emerge as companies shake up their division of labor between humans and machines, translating to 58 million net new jobs being created by 2022. Companies, governments and employees need to work together to tackle skills shortages and dislocations that occur due to automation, according to WEF.

Similarly, Ernst & Young LLP (EY) undertook proprietary research aimed at providing actionable insights to leaders ready to take advantage of automation and effectively drive business transformation. As part of this effort, they mapped Frey & Osborne automation scores to nearly 2,000 occupations in four economies (US, UK, Canada and Australia).\(^2\) The EY researchers categorized those occupations into 15 business functions and 50 sub-functions across 16 industry sectors. This detailed mapping allowed the researchers to understand how applicable automation was to different economies, sectors and business functions. Then, leveraging work activity data, EY derived the amount of time that workers spent on individual tasks. Their analysis revealed that potential to automate tasks differs by more than 2X across sectors and up to 7X between functions. Functions are as varied as finance (heavily rules-based, where 80% of tasks hold potential for automation) and learning and development (with only 12% of work potentially subject to automation). Researchers found that every sector can transform roughly a third of its work.

Research conducted by the Institute for Spatial Economic Analysis (ISEA) noted the types of jobs that will be impacted by AI and result in job loss\(^3\). The data looks at urban centers, compares the job market, and shows trends of metro areas that will be affected. For example, according to the research, the Las Vegas-Henderson-Paradise, Nevada area has a 65.2% share of jobs that are automatable. This research, if predictive of the impact, will result in a re-engineering of many aspects of the workplace. In the public sector, and in many non-profits, administrative work often consumes funds that could be used for direct service provision. Evidence-based strategies to improve the impact of programs increasingly are being used to identify when and how programs are funded. The positive aspect is that algorithms and automation may be able to detect trends that would take many hours and people to identify. In the non-profit industry, this

---

could be a silver lining because when funding cuts occur, they generally affect administrative overhead first.

**Putting it into practice**

As part of our research, we considered how organizations within the federal, state and local, and not-for-profit sectors are beginning to embrace AI. Selected actual, yet anonymized, examples are discussed below.

**Introducing automation/ Robotics Process Automation (RPA):** An organization within the US Federal government implemented RPA. To this organization, the advantages of RPA were evident. It streamlined routine processes to gain cost efficiencies and improve accuracy that would otherwise be compromised by human error. It also reduced the overtime hours and resulting stress that staff typically experience. In a way, RPA provides the staff needed without investing in additional Full Time Equivalents (FTEs). When RPA was first introduced to the organization, there was concern about replacement of jobs from personnel at all levels, from junior to seasoned senior-level employees. The organization’s level of resistance peaked when employees first heard about the introduction of RPA. A majority of the anxiety felt was a result of employees’ confusion about what RPA was and how it impacted their job security. To address these concerns, leaders held a series of briefings, town halls, and open discussions with staff to clarify what RPA was and what it was not. These public forum-style events were critical to mitigating resistance and encouraging acceptance among employees across all levels who now felt included in the decision to implement RPA. Over time, the staff became more comfortable with the idea of RPA as they learned what it was, what it would be used for, and how it would be implemented within their organization. During these sessions, leaders emphasized that RPA would improve rather than replace their jobs and highlighted that the time savings gained by RPA would be repurposed toward more strategic activities. This organization became more accepting of the idea of RPA more quickly due to their pre-existing familiarity with the concepts of Lean Six Sigma thanks to an ongoing internal initiative. Leaders were confident that RPA would improve the workforce and the organization’s culture rather than inhibit it. Though change is not always welcome, this organization believes it can be exciting if improvements are clearly defined. For example, as soon as RPA training was offered to employees, staff not only signed up and attended, but they also volunteered to partake in additional training sessions. The organization has noted that key success factors include making every effort to secure stakeholder buy-in and identifying appropriate resources from the outset to successfully couple the implementation with any ongoing process improvement initiatives.

**Improving mission effectiveness through AI in Public Safety:** AI has significant impacts for the first responder community. One of the most important areas where AI can improve the mission effectiveness of first responders is around situational awareness. One example of this was demonstrated by a public data aggregation technology that could pinpoint the location of the shooter in the recent Mandalay Bay tragedy in twenty-two seconds. Social video feeds were analyzed to detect a muzzle flash that was a large enough anomaly to be pinpointed as the origin of the shots being fired into the music venue. Technology like this can work alongside public safety and response teams to improve their ability to identify and analyze signal information in
extremely short periods of time, and can prove pivotal to mission success. Similarly, public safety entities are examining gunshot pinpointing programs where a network of sensors spread throughout a city can allow public safety personnel to more quickly determine where shots are fired and integrate with existing police information to provide mug shots, warrants, and criminal history information before officers even arrive on the scene. AI can be a significant game changer for first responders. They currently carry and manage a myriad of items and tools that can be consolidated into a single smartphone or concentrated in centralized network communication centers. Thus, in the public safety realm, AI is seen as an augmentation to mission ability not a replacement of roles or personnel. This understanding mitigates much of the fear of job or role replacement risk which could hamper these endeavors.

**Leveraging AI in a not-for-profit:** A crisis hotline, founded in 2013 and headquartered in New York, provides services across the United States and in Canada. It receives thousands of texts and comprises a team that responds to people in crisis. An employee of the hotline may be monitoring 20 conversations of different counselors, with a great deal of complexity to the conversations. Using AI to assess the data with an algorithm, the team can benefit by picking up language that assists in predicting when a person is escalating in crisis in real time. The system uses coding to flag certain patterns. The tool has assisted in increasing the flagging of people in crisis and routing the calls. The system has also helped in the processing of the texts to the hotline. However, some people fear that the algorithms might be relied on too heavily and have unintended consequences, like incorporating the bias of the programmers or people providing the services. Institutional bias can occur with or without AI and it is one of the fears that surface when this topic is discussed. It seems like the advantages could outweigh the disadvantages, but protocols and systems need to be put in place to address these issues. Additionally, there must be a discussion of ethics and integrity around when and how AI is used for not-for-profits, especially for clients that have chronic or recurring behavior issues.

**State and Local Transportation and AI:** In examining the emerging impact of AI in local government, it seems to be highly concentrated in the area of transportation. From London, England, to Columbus, Ohio, to Dubuque, Iowa, connected vehicles and connected transportation infrastructure is emerging. We can learn lessons from the integration of Geographic Information Systems (GIS) into organizations. GIS offers a recent example of the challenges of integration. Years ago, a city in the US purchased GIS and created a position to manage, deploy and integrate a GIS system into the organization. With some notable exceptions like the Planning Department, individuals tended to look upon the GIS division as a resource for information, not as a tool integrated within their department with their employees directly using that GIS tool. However, the city has now created a new position that will allow the GIS division to assist departments with training and other services to integrate the GIS tools within city departments. It will also bring in not-for-profit partners to help them integrate GIS tools within their organizations to leverage the power of this big data source and lead to better decisions, more powerful cooperation among partners, improved measurable outcomes and most importantly, more impactful outcomes for customers. This approach is further supported by the implementation of work teams to enhance support and sharing across departments and
organizations. AI, matched with GIS, has tremendous potential to improve the customer experience.

Moving forward: a road map for success

Overcoming the challenges and fully making AI work within an organization requires detailed planning and creative solutions. Practical strategies include operational, human resource, change management, process and policy considerations. We offer the following short list of practical suggestions to assist with the AI journey.

**Strategy and planning:** Clearly defining the program’s purpose and articulating the benefits thereof to your teams are essential first steps.

- **Align AI to your mission and purpose:** Government and not-for-profit organizations are intrinsically mission- and purpose-driven. Explain to your employees how AI can be used to free them up from work that is not directly related to their mission and allow them to focus on higher level work that is more impactful. A clear purpose statement is powerful because it shifts an individual’s focus from the tasks they perform to how all of the work done by a unit contributes toward a larger goal. Work cultures that focus on culture are ready and able to have work redefined by automation without morale loss, organizational anxiety or talent flight4.

- **Be purposeful about the implementation of AI:** It is not just about implementing technology for technology’s sake. Help your teams to understand this and stress collaboration. EY notes that it is important to “connect technology and human capability in a digital ecosystem”. It really is about “collaboration - human and machine combining forces to deliver the best that innovation offers.”5

- **Define the scope:** Some processes and functions are open to AI – others are not. Carefully assess those that could be candidates for AI deployment and be ready to admit when a process is not viable.

- **Define and describe the future state of the business function:** Consider the blend of the human and automated workforce. Consider roles, responsibilities, and how the two will interact, and describe that interaction clearly.

- **Be aware of algorithm bias:** As you plan, be aware that an algorithm bias may exist. It is important in your planning processes to include quality checks early in the process. For example, an algorithm bias receiving a tremendous amount of attention is facial recognition software that does not recognize people of different ethnic backgrounds. It is important to have this issue highlighted early in the process given the multitude of stakeholders that government and not-for-profit entities both engage with and employ.

---

5 "Is your digital strategy built on human and machine, or human with machine?” EY, April 2018, New York.
Alignment and Governance: Considerable change management will be required. Take the time to identify your stakeholders and your change network. Carefully identify the executive sponsor and make sure they are prepared to communicate, sponsor and model the change.

- Build a structured communications plan that articulates the strategic benefits and the operational implications, and answer the “What’s in It for Me” question at the beginning of the process.
- Build your talent pool because you may not be able to rely entirely on your current workforce. Work with your HR and recruiting teams to identify talent both within and outside of your organization that is AI ready, willing and able.
- Assess the readiness of your workforce and AI’s impact: What is their current appetite for AI? What is their functional level of capability? What skills do they have and what would be needed to close the gaps? Who might be displaced? What training or transition plans do you have for those whose jobs are eliminated or significantly structured?
- Make sure you have the appropriate policies in place and that your employees are aware of them. For example, AI will introduce potential privacy considerations. Have a policy around this and make sure it is communicated to the organization.

Process development and testing: As you move through your AI journey, it is essential to develop, and potentially improve, your current processes to prepare them for AI deployment.

- There will be several rounds of testing (user acceptance testing being a key event) once you have automated your selected processes.
- Testing and process improvements are excellent ways to engage your workforce in the change, so that this becomes something that they are actively engaged in and not something that is done to them. It helps to build commitment to AI, not just compliance.
- Create a pilot project and identify people to lead it. For this trial run to be successful, leaders should outline what each team member will be doing and train them beforehand.

Ongoing management: AI implementation is not a “one and done.” Success will come from the persistent focus on continued buy-in of the organization:

- Once you have implemented your AI, make sure that your workforce is bought into and aware of the process for maintaining it.
- Maintenance activities may include scheduling of bots, real-time monitoring, communication with application owners, and infrastructure improvements.

Concluding thoughts

The fundamental premise of this paper is that AI does not necessarily replace or eliminate jobs. Rather it can enhance and create opportunities for new jobs and better opportunities for workers. Understandably workers are concerned about AI eliminating the need for their position. However, with proper application, AI can be a strategy for improving the services of an organization and reaching higher levels of quality. Departments and organizations may be better positioned to serve their customers with the amount of time employees have available to
complete their responsibilities. In 1981, the first personal computer was introduced and in 2007 the iPhone emerged. Government has integrated these tools into their operations, as they will with future technology improvements. Based on past experience with the introduction of information technology tools, AI will change what an employee does, or how they do it, but it will not eliminate all positions. If introduced in the right way, AI can enable organizations to achieve more, and produce better and timelier outcomes for the citizens being served.
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A Public Administrator’s Practical Guide to Ethics and Artificial Intelligence

Prepared by Priscilla M. Regan, Subgroup on Ethics and Bias Chair; and Karl Maschino

The goal of this working paper is to add to the ongoing conversation about the role of, and ethical issues raised by, the use of artificial intelligence (AI) in public administration (PA). The intent is not to repeat or even synthesize what has already been written in other places. Appendix C provides an annotated bibliography of several relevant articles and reports; however, this list should not be considered exhaustive of the literature. After reviewing relevant documentation, we draw upon our experience as scholars and practitioners in public administration and public policy to help identify the ethical issues raised by the use of AI in public administration in a way that will be of value to the PA community. This analysis focuses on the civilian side of government, including law enforcement, education, health and social services, and does not address the issues raised in the defense and intelligence sectors.

Overall Context

The fundamental aspect of AI that raises ethical issues is the fact that there is not a clear explanation for how and why an AI application reached its conclusion – be that conclusion a decision about who should receive what benefits or punishments, or what geographic areas will be most vulnerable to storms or forest fires in 25 years, or how effective a particular drug is likely to be for a group of patients with certain characteristics in common. The opacity of AI systems in any area of PA challenges the traditional responsibilities of administrators regardless of substantive policy area or whether decisions directly involve citizens. The core issue that is raised involves the **accountability** of the AI system and the **responsibility** of the administrator who manages the program in which AI is used. Therefore, when considering use of AI systems, an administrator should consider:

- In what ways is the deployment of an AI system likely to change my ability to oversee the program? What am I likely to understand and what might I not be able to understand regarding a decision or conclusion that an AI system reached?

- When an action or “decision” is made that is questioned by supervisors or by Congress, who is responsible? The Program Manager? The contractor who wrote the code? The AI itself as it developed using machine learning?

- How do you consider the role of judgement, which is the key value added proposition of senior administrators?

- What is the acceptable level of autonomy in AI? Will this vary depending on the application? What factors will determine the acceptable level of AI autonomy?
• Will explainable AI be enabled to testify in front of Congress? For an explanation from DARPA see (https://www.darpa.mil/program/explainable-artificial-intelligence) of explainable AI, an area on which they are working.

In answering these questions, indeed in answering all the ethical questions we identify, the critical step is understanding what is agreed to in the contract and terms of service that is negotiated and/or accepted at the time the AI system is employed. In most instances, the program or agency will likely be procuring an AI system or application from an outside vendor. If the AI product is being developed by agency personnel, then the answers to such questions should be addressed in developing the work plan or specifications for the AI system. This is the point at which the relationship with the AI product is defined, the role of AI in agency programs is specified, and the responsibilities of the AI vendor or AI developers are established. Additionally, the contract or terms of service should address the question of who owns information created by AI, the government agency or the contracted entity performing the function, as well as who owns the knowledge created by the application of AI.

The control lever of contracting is critical; thus, program managers and procurement officials need to work together with data scientists and knowledgeable technical staff to ensure that contracts address key questions of responsibility and accountability. In determining the answers to these questions, program managers, technical staff, and procurement officials may well need to employ standard risk analyses and document their findings, including their reliability and validity.

**Specific Ethical Issues**

**Information Privacy**

In many areas of administration, e.g. health care, social service programs, education and labor, AI systems rely on the incorporation and analysis of personal information that was collected for other purposes. Under the Fair Information Principles, codified in the Privacy Act of 1974, this would arguably be considered a “secondary use” that was not consistent with or considered when the information was originally collected. In some instances, agencies might argue that the use of previously collected information for a somewhat related purpose fell under the “routine use” exemption in the Privacy Act and other agencies might regard a Privacy Impact Assessment as necessary before implementing an AI program that employed personal information. But agencies appear to have discretion here under existing policies.

Moreover, there is now a treasure trove of personal information available to agency personnel and AI vendors that might be considered relevant or useful in developing an AI system. The possibilities of using such information raise the ethical issues identified in discussions of “big data.” Three government reports by the FTC, PCAST and the White House addressed these issues, as well as several reports by outside groups (see Appendix C). With big data, there is more collection of information, by more parties, about more aspects of an individual’s life, and with more granularity about that life. But the issue here is not merely the amount and detail of information or even the qualitative changes that quantity does not convey. The issue is also how
much of big data collection takes place without the individual’s awareness. Moreover, enhanced digital storage capacity combined with improvements in computational power and developments of more sophisticated algorithms for analyzing data have enabled organizations to probe and dissect datasets to extract potentially useful information. The entire enterprise of big data challenges previous ideas about how to limit data collection about individuals and how to involve the individual in the process of data collection and subsequent uses so that the individual could exercise some meaningful control.

Public administrators should be aware that the uses of existing agency databases of personal information and/or the culling of personal information from other sources, such as public records or social media postings, would raise ethical questions. Some specific questions that administrators might ask include:

- What personal information is being used in the AI systems?
- What are the sources of that information? How reliable are those sources? What are the risks that inaccurate, incomplete or irrelevant information will be used in the AI system?
- Are individuals likely to perceive the use of this personal information in the development of the AI system as appropriate and reasonable or as “creepy” and improper?
- Are the inferences that will be made based on the incorporation of non-agency datasets consistent with previous agency procedures and norms regarding how decisions are reached?

Anonymity

As more social relationships and practices are rendered as data points, it is more difficult for individuals to maintain the “practical obscurity” that existed somewhat naturally in the past. Searches of large datasets, using sophisticated computer tools, rather quickly eradicate what had been high transaction costs on finding meaningful information. The distinction between personally identifiable and non-identifiable information has largely evaporated. Current practices for anonymization or de-identification of information about individuals may not be effective as big data make re-identifying data far easier. As the research of Latanya Sweeney (see Appendix C) and others has revealed, few characteristics are needed to uniquely identify an individual, which makes it more difficult to anonymize databases by removing some characteristics, because the remaining characteristics are likely to be sufficient to identify individuals once a database is merged with other databases and searched using sophisticated algorithms. Although computer and data scientists continue to develop more effective tools for de-identifying data, more effective techniques may render the information less useful. This is particularly problematic in areas like health data.

Public administrators should be aware of these issues involving anonymization, de-identification and re-identification and might ask the following questions:

- How should we calculate the risks that someone might be re-identified?
- What data fields should we delete from the algorithm?
How often should we audit what the AI system is producing to determine whether individuals may be able to be identified?

Are there certain types of data that we should not include at all, e.g. date of birth, address or health status, in the development of the AI system?

What are the benefits of being able to use data sets that potentially can be re-identified but that may yield socially or individually important insights?

**Discrimination**

The question of whether AI systems may contain biases is arguably the largest ethical issue and the one that has received the most attention. One of the cornerstones of administrative decision-making is the traditional due process requirement of ensuring fairness and consistency. Similarly, situated individuals should be treated similarly and there should be no discrimination based on certain characteristics such as race, ethnicity, religion, gender or other personal attributes – or based on factors of which they are not aware. Even if AI systems do not use these characteristics in their algorithm, other characteristics and data may serve as proxies – very possibly without the knowledge of the developers of the AI system or the administrators using the system. Additionally, as the AI system learns and modifies itself, it may develop a proxy for a protected characteristic that was not in the original algorithm. Finally, the AI system may sort people in new ways based on a combination of characteristics and discriminate on these bases in ways that are possibly socially unacceptable.

One concern that has been raised repeatedly is that the data scientists and computer programmers who develop AI systems may approach the system in terms of efficiency and formalization. As a result, they may fail to take into account the broader programmatic context in which the AI system will be used. Having a team of administrators with a range of backgrounds and expertise participate in and advise on the development of AI systems may help to address this concern.

Given the numerous ways in which administrative programs categorize individuals and render decisions with often grave implications for individuals, any indication that an AI system may be discriminating among individuals needs to be taken seriously. Questions of possible bias and discrimination in AI systems are particularly critical in areas of administration where individuals may be awarded or denied a benefit, a consequence such as a sentence in a criminal case, access to a service or treatment, a grant or waiver, etc. At this point, the evidence indicates that existing AI systems often yield discriminatory outcomes, particularly with regard to race.

In determining whether AI systems discriminate among individuals in unanticipated or socially unacceptable ways and how to best deal with potential or real bias in AI systems, public administrators might ask the following questions:

- How can AI systems be tested before they are employed to ensure that they will not discriminate among individuals in ways that have traditionally been prohibited or to determine if they are discriminating among individuals in unanticipated ways?
- How often should AI systems be audited once they are employed to determine if they are inserting unexpected biases into decisions?
What information should be provided to individuals who are subject to decisions reached by AI systems?

In developing or purchasing AI systems that will be used in decision-making about individuals, what experiences and expertise should be involved in developing and evaluating the AI system before it is used?

What redress or grievance procedures should be available to individuals who believe they have been unfairly treated as a result of an AI system?

**Autonomy**

One of the newer tools of government being used in administrative programs is “nudging” people to more socially beneficial choices. Some ethicists question whether such programs are manipulative and restrict the space for human judgment, therefore representing a problematic, if not an unacceptable, role for government. One prominent advocate of nudging, Cass Sunstein (see Appendix D) argues that these ethical issues should be evaluated on the basis of whether nudges promote or undermine welfare, autonomy and dignity. He views nudges as generally helpful and defensible on ethical grounds as they often promote social welfare, provided that they incorporate transparency and accountability as safeguards. He cautions, however, that to be ethical nudges should steer people in certain socially valued directions but at the same time allow them to make their own choices.

Nudging messages are often used in contexts where administrators are trying to guide people to what program research and evaluation consider to be more appropriate behavior without requiring that behavior, e.g. healthier eating habits or exercise regimes, saving for retirement, recycling for a better environment, etc. They are often seen as a form of education and information dissemination. Such messages evolve from simple education to nudging when they incorporate insights from behavioral economics, marketing research, and/or psychology about what is likely to motivate people generally or motivate a particular group of people.

Ethical questions regarding the appropriateness of nudging are especially acute if the nudges are targeted to particular individuals as a result of an AI system. With AI systems, a group of individuals can be provided certain information as a result of being identified by an AI system and “nudged” to behave in a certain way or to believe certain things while other individuals are either not “nudged” or are “nudged” in a different direction – raising not only issues of individual autonomy but also issues of discrimination as discussed above. The Facebook/Cambridge Analytica incident from the 2016 election and the targeting of particular messages to segments of the population based on inferences about their political sensitivities illustrates the ethical problems that might be raised.

If public administrators are considering the use of an AI system to target “nudging” messages to individuals, some of the questions that should be considered include:
Are messages suggesting options to individuals or leading them to a predetermined choice?

Can you identify a line between influencing people and manipulating them?

What is the timing of the nudge in terms of when an individual is likely to need to make a choice?

How susceptible is the targeted population likely to be to a nudge?

How does the AI system design a message and/or select a targeted population? How different is this from what program administrators would do without the assistance of the AI system?

**Surveillance**

One of the capabilities of AI systems that is particularly attractive in public administration is their ability to search vast quantities of data and identify patterns. This capability coincides with the fact that individuals are not only now revealing, especially on social media sites, more information about their activities, preferences and relationships but also now are emitting things about themselves that they do not even fully realize (Internet of Things). The sophisticated prediction in AI systems transforms the ability to track and analyze such data in ways that have not yet been identified and understood.

The amount of data that is being generated, as well as the ease and low cost with which various data streams can be surveilled, make such passive surveillance and the use of the data in AI systems very attractive. There are however questions about the relevance of such data to the program for which it is collected. There is often a tendency to collect as much data as possible on the chance that it might be helpful, reveal new information, or be relevant in some unanticipated way. Information overload can be a consequence, as might confusion as to how to regard the reliability and relevance data that is collected. Too much information may simply slow administrative decisions. Moreover, there are ethical questions about the appropriateness of surveilling certain types of data, e.g. social media sites. Finally, there are questions about whether the AI system is using the proper techniques or meaningful fields in its search and analysis of the data streams.

In considering whether to use an AI system to surveil data streams that are not originally collected by the agency, public administrators might consider the following questions:

- What kind of data has the agency used in the past in making these decisions? Is the use of these databases and AI systems to search these databases consistent with past practices? What value is to be gained?
- How reliable, relevant and accurate are the databases that your AI system is monitoring? If it is an appropriate database given the mission of the agency and programmatic goals, is the AI system extracting the appropriate information?
- Are individuals whose data are being monitored likely to regard the surveillance and extraction of data as legitimate given the previous practices of the agency or to regard it as “creepy?”
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Artificial Intelligence and the Teaching of Public Policy and Administration

Prepared by Dr. Alan R. Shark and Anders Shropshire

Introduction

While much on-going discussion has focused on how information technology can be integrated and introduced within the PA curriculum or offered as a separate intro course, artificial intelligence itself has accelerated the need to turn thought into action.

Applications of AI in the form of machine learning have already entered the public management domain. It has taken many forms, including the use of chatbots in citizen engagement systems, as well as the integration of smart, language-based, interactive systems that field inquiries through such recognized systems as Siri or Alexa. Today, autonomous transport vehicles are teaching systems to learn about real-time road conditions including distinguishing between objects, people, pets, and unexpected scenarios. Other government AI applications could be described as “augmented decision-making.” Augmented decision-making is used for cyber security monitoring, public policy modeling, database anomalies seeking discrepancies in prescription drug duplications, and other forms of waste and abuse. AI is now being used in the field of public safety in areas such predictive crime analysis and prevention. AI systems are becoming essential tools in the PA practitioner toolbox where speed, efficiency and effectiveness can save huge amounts of time and money, and reach conclusions faster than humans could even imagine.

AI, while gaining much attention these days, is not as new as some might believe. The field of AI goes back at least 25 years, but because of a confluence of technologies, it is indeed expanding and is now reaching the halls of government. Like the human brain, machine learning not only mimics how we process information and experiences, but it learns from them as well. Add robotics to machine learning, and you have devices that can easily replace human jobs that are dependent on repetition. Some economists have predicted a major upheaval in the workforce by the year 2050. Others claim that new jobs will be created to make up for most of any loss. Much of AI’s growth can be attributed to:

1. Advancements in complex algorithms.
2. Dramatic increase in speed and computing power.
3. Ability to digest data from various sources (voice, videos, text, social media, etc.)
4. Ability to store and retrieve massive amounts of data in fractions of a second.

With every advancement in AI, governments at all levels will continue to face many new challenges, including ethics, privacy, human control, policy bias, predictive analytics, decision-making, citizen engagement, planning, and the future of work.

Until recently, AI has been taught primarily in schools specializing in computer sciences, engineering, robotics, and computer programming. Those who desire to enter public service and choose a degree in either public policy or administration are mostly left out of any technology focus, let alone AI instruction.
Therefore, central to the discussion of *AI and the Teaching of Public Policy and Administration* is what role, if any, should or can be played by schools of public affairs and administration? Rather than take a prescriptive approach, this paper begins with a simple but important survey aimed at better understanding the academic environment and perceptions of key academic stakeholders regarding AI.

We offer a model for how AI could be introduced as a stand-alone course or individual or group project in Appendix A.

**Results of Academy Survey of Public Affairs Schools/MPA Programs Teaching Artificial Intelligence Topics**

*Survey Methodology*

As a part of its research on the role of AI being used in Public Administration, and issues associated with that role, the Working Group on Artificial Intelligence was interested in what response schools of public affairs were having to the emergence of AI in the public sector. A survey was sent out to the deans or MPA program coordinators of public affairs schools which probed them on the question of how AI fit into their school’s curriculum and how they should adapt to this new issue. It is the opinion of this working group that incoming public administrators should have some awareness of these issues, as they are increasingly likely to encounter them at some point in their careers. There is a growing list of instances, many controversial, where AI is deployed in public sector settings. Additionally, the emphasis placed on workforce reskilling in the President’s Management Agenda, the administration’s effort to modernize government for the 21st century, further indicates the need to retool curriculums as data, AI, and advanced computing become ever more central to government work. Schools of public affairs are on the frontline in training the next generations of public administrators at all levels of government. It is important that they become familiar with the tools of the future – which in more and more cases are proving to be the tools of today.

The informal survey set out to understand what place AI has, and should have, in current curriculum according to the program directors of public affairs schools. A list of all operating public affairs schools was taken from the NASPAA (Network of Schools of Public Policy, Affairs, and Administration; a trade association offering program accreditation) website and narrowed only to include schools in the 50 U. S. states and the District of Columbia. Contacts from each school were identified and twice emailed the survey, approximately one week apart. In all, 262 schools were contacted. The survey received 35 responses for an overall response rate of 13.4 percent. The responses were collected between July 18th and August 1st 2018. The results of the survey are presented below.

*Presentation of Results*

The first question asked the respondents to describe how much they knew about AI technologies and topics on a 4-point scale. As can be seen, most respondents have little exposure to these topics, with just 30% describing themselves as “somewhat” or “very” familiar. This indicates that much of the sample have not been exposed to the breadth and depth of the AI literature. This may influence how important they feel this issue is, particularly in the realm of public administration. Respondents who are ‘slightly’ familiar may be unaware of the many government roles AI is
filling across the country. They may also not have known of the concerning ethical issues relating to privacy, bias and discrimination, and more that are being debated in AI literature. Finally, they may not grasp the incredible potential these technologies have to improve and revolutionize government. This finding indicates that AI is not yet on the radar of most trainers of future public administrators.

The next question asks whether the topic is being covered in schools already as a part of a required or elective course on emerging technologies. 75% of programs indicate they do not cover this topic, echoing the results of the previous question.

Next, the questions began to examine what position AI should occupy in these schools’ curriculums. Respondents were asked to report whether they believed AI should be adopted into existing curriculum, either as a part of a new or existing course that could be an elective or required. The results indicate dueling feelings of urgency and skepticism. 40% feel that these topics are very important and should be adopted, with an additional 15% feeling it is important, but not up to the administration to decide. Only 8% of respondents reject the idea outright. Still, another 37% are cautiously uncertain about the role of their school.
The cause of these competing sentiments is revealed upon more careful analysis; the respondent’s self-reported knowledge of AI heavily relates to how essential they find it. To perform this analysis, those who identified themselves as “Not at all” or only “slightly” familiar with AI are condensed into the ‘unfamiliar’ group, while the “somewhat” and “very” familiar respondents formed the ‘familiar’ group. Twenty-four respondents, or 68%, were in the unfamiliar group, with the remaining eleven in the familiar grouping.

Comparing the distribution by groups indicates that the familiar group identified this as an important issue at much higher rates than the unfamiliar group. A full 72% of them feel that the curriculum should adopt AI topics. On the flip side, of the thirteen respondents who were unsure about their role, 12 came from the unfamiliar group. Of the fourteen that said it should be adopted, eight came from the familiar group. Therefore, it is possible that after learning more about AI’s growing role in government and other organizations, respondents feel it is more important to incorporate into the curriculum.
The next question asks the respondents to speculate on how much time would be needed to cover these topics, given the limited space school curriculums have. In general, the respondents do not feel that too much class time would be needed, with the majority indicating that one or two class periods would be enough. A quarter believe that two weeks to a month would be more appropriate, but only 8% feel a whole semester long course is necessary.

The responses here vary by familiarity with the topic as well. Those more familiar with the topic tended to advocate for more course time, though the difference is not as stark as in the previous question.
The last question asks respondents to identify major barriers that are preventing or would prevent the school from instituting a class or unit on AI topics. Respondents were asked to check all that apply for this question, and an ‘other’ option was offered in a subsequent question. The biggest barrier clearly is a lack of faculty expertise. Over 80% of respondents identified this barrier, which matches the lack of familiarity with the topic identified in the first question. 60% of respondents see a lack of materials as a barrier. It is likely that these both relate to the lack of coverage of AI in most academic journals and the emergent state of the technologies. A lack of interest among faculty and students appears to be a barrier for some, but the majority does not share that sentiment. One respondent noted the fact that “NASPAA Standards do not call for information and technology as a required competency” may be a barrier for some programs. Overall, it seems that the unfamiliarity with this topic is the biggest barrier.
Discussion
These results indicate that the leaders of PA schools and MPA programs are hesitant, but open to adopting AI into their curriculum. A recurrent theme in the results of this brief survey is a lack of familiarity or expertise on this issue among public administration academics. Most have simply had little exposure to this topic, which is understandable given that AI has only begun to emerge at a rapid pace and that it is often associated with the computer science field. An important finding is that those who self-identified as being more up to date on AI topics found it more important to cover the issue. They see the growing role of these technologies in public administration and the necessity of training the next generations of students in that field.

Most respondents indicate they feel that at least a couple of classes could be spent focusing on AI. One respondent suggested it could fit in a survey course. Another respondent mentioned a course currently under development in their school entitled, “Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning”, and another remarked that they offer elective courses on the subject but would like to integrate it into the required courses in the future. But most respondents worried about a lack of faculty expertise and materials hindering their efforts to teach these new and complicated subjects. As AI grows, the field should become more informed and these concerns should go away. In the meantime, The National Academy of Public Administration is assembling materials to help introduce faculty to these topics and create draft syllabi (see Appendix A). The time seems right to begin piloting these topics in the classroom.

Conclusions
Artificial Intelligence will change public administration across the board. Over the next decade, lawmakers and senior public managers will be making monumentally important decisions about the role of AI in society while pioneering the introduction of AI in state, local, and national government. It is imperative that we provide them the tools to do so knowledgably, and not leave them dependent on the advice of computer science professionals. Brauneis and Goodman⁶ effectively convey the dangers of letting inexperienced and naïve professionals make these important decisions. The literature shows that there are immense unanswered questions about ethics, bias, privacy, and legal implications of these technologies and AI researchers have called for interdisciplinary discussion on these topics. Public administrators must understand both the capabilities and limitations regarding AI, how and why they could go wrong, and what to consider when deploying them if we are to gain their benefits. It is time for the public policy and administration field to start paying more attention and to start preparing the new cohorts of students to address these questions. It is increasingly difficult to imagine students graduating with either a MPP or MPA and not having a healthy and critical understanding of the very tools that can improve public management at its core. This vital area should not be left to scientists, programmers, and engineers alone.
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Appendix A: AI 101 (Model) for Public Policy and Administration School

Introduction: What this course is about

Recent advances in Artificial Intelligence (AI) hold the promise to revolutionize the way in which human affairs are conducted, including in the world of government and public administration. Its power to perform monotonous and repetitive tasks, predict, and analyze give it incredible opportunity to streamline government and fundamentally change civil service. But for all the promise AI holds, it is often fundamentally misunderstood and comes with many important challenges, limitations, and ethical and governance questions public administrators will have to address. Before many agencies can even consider deploying AI, ancient legacy IT, scattered and incomplete data, and a lack of expertise are just a few challenges to be overcome. This course will be designed to prepare future public administrators to identify uses for AI within government and responsibly and thoughtfully implement it into their operations. The course will begin by defining AI and outlining the many different technologies that are often associated with AI and overviewing what applications they hold in public administration. The course will then explain the greatest internal challenges of the technologies before moving on to challenges within government that pose barriers to implementation. Lastly, the class will close by helping develop a framework for how future public administrators can identify internal administrative or external service issues to be resolved by AI and develop proper and effective systems to successfully implement AI technologies.

Unit 1: What is AI? A brief survey

- What is AI? Artificial vs Augmented Intelligence, AI as statistical analysis and modeling, AI as pattern recognition, AI Expert Systems, What AI can’t do, Where AI is heading
- Technologies: Machine Learning, Facial Recognition, Chatbots/text to speech, etc.
- Training: How to teach AI – machine learning/data sets vs expert systems; supervised, unsupervised, and reinforcement learning
- Robotics

Unit 2: How to use AI: A survey of existing or possible practices in Public Administration

- Customer service reps, outsourcing paperwork, reviewing applications, helping with urban planning, surveillance, predictive policing, building personal profiles, combing through massive data sets like tax records, cyber security, becoming legal experts or experts in other processes, and more

Unit 3: Reimagining Public Administration after AI

- What the AI will do and what it means for civil servants. How do we begin to change the model of what it means to work in government? Do we downsize government? What do we do with money saved? Do we risk losing personal autonomy, institutional expertise, or decision making ability over time with AI? What new skills will we need?
Unit 4: Issues in AI and how to resolve them. Touching upon problems of bias, transparency, privacy, and other concerns.

- How biased data affects machine learning; how to screen for biases, both evident and subtle (i.e.: we have policing data, not crime data what does that mean?)
- The Black Box: how AI makes its decision and how we keep it open in a government context
- Security risks: new types of attacks and vulnerabilities - adversarial examples
- Ethics: Consider the dilemma of letting computers make human decisions
- Privacy: How to properly handle personal data that may be sensitive. With the ability for AI to create complex profiles of citizens from a diverse range of data, we might consider certain protections to implement to prevent inappropriate use by authorities
- Regulations: how to regulate a rapidly developing technology without stifling innovation
- Legal Liability: Assigning fault for the damage caused by an AI error. Examine the role of developers, trainers, operators, etc.
- Emerging case law: regularly updated to capture new cases

Unit 5: IT Infrastructure Requirements: How a new head of an agency would need to adapt to implement it.

- Hardware: computers, data storage
- Software: Data and data sharing,
- Human Resource: IT professionals, data scientists
- How to promote these advancements? Technology Modernization Fund

Unit 6: Project Development: How a public agency can implement a successful AI program.

- Setting goals to implement AI in ways that make government more human and human centered
- Maintaining Human Oversight
- Identifying other sources
- Implementation Stages: Assessment, development, training, evaluation, deployment

Unit 7: Student Individual or Group Project

- Students will choose a sub-topic of AI, write a paper, and make a class presentation
Appendix B: Artificial Intelligence Terms Glossary

**Adversarial Examples**: A security threat unique to machine learning. It is the intentional inclusion of an example to mistrain an AI. Adversarial Examples would cause AI to develop a vulnerability, for example an Autonomous Vehicle could be trained to not recognize a stop sign.

**Algorithms**: The “gears” that make Artificial Intelligence work. A set of instructions or mathematical functions that deliver a command or output from interpretation and analysis of inputted data. Algorithms can perform calculations, data processing and analysis, classification, and reasoning, to name a few.

**Artificial Intelligence**: A blanket term which describes technologies that allow computers and machines to perform tasks that require human intelligence or capabilities like visual perception, decision making, reasoning, and translation. Examples of these technologies include machine learning and neural networks. AI can scour massive amounts of data to detect patterns in a short amount of time.

**Augmented Intelligence**: The current state of Artificial Intelligence. Human ability has been amplified by the use of these technologies. Pattern recognition and information processing are outsourced to computers and made much quicker than could ever be done by humans. Humans can review recommendations or analysis by computers to aid in decisions or other work. Instead of replacing humans, these technologies compliment their abilities by making them faster. However, the machines are still not “intelligent” in themselves in needing to be directed in their learning and their generally narrow applications.

**Blockchain**: An emerging system for digital storage that relies on decentralization and encryption to make stored data more resistant to attack and keep records safe. Some have advocated developing blockchain alongside AI to keep sensitive data more secure, help researchers follow algorithmic thought processes (which are currently very difficult or impossible to ascertain), and because AI will be able to manage blockchains better than humans.

**Chatbot**: AI technologies that are able to communicate with humans, usually through computer text. Commonly, they are deployed as customer service reps to handle consumer complaints and either offers a simple answer, assist in navigation of a website, or directing the customer to a proper representative.

**Classification**: Process of categorizing a group of objects while only using some data features about objects. It is a common application of AI. For example, identifying a picture as containing a dog or not, identifying applications that should pass or be rejected, and flagging outliers in datasets like tax records to detect fraud.

**Data Fusion**: merging of multiple heterogeneous datasets into one homogenous representation to be better processed for data mining and management.
**Data mining**: analysis of large datasets to look for relationships between variables. Often this is done in an automated way where a computer does a rapid succession of tests to identify relationships. Humans must judge the substantive value and validity of those relationships.

**Data Silos**: The phenomena where different government agencies have troves of data that is isolated within that agency, disconnected from the data of other agencies. If the data was more integrated and connected, more insights, and more valuable algorithms could be developed.

**Deep Learning**: any artificial neural network that learn a long chain of causal links; more complicated neural networks with more nodes (“neurons”) and connections between them. AI with more advanced neural networks can go beyond learning specific tasks and also identify the features of the task. This creates a better understanding of what is being done by the algorithm, and may allow it to generalize its task or more effectively improve its performance. It is described by some as the AI learning to ask “why”. For example, instead of simply learning to identify pictures with dogs, deep learning will identify fur, paws, and eyes as separate components of a dog.

**Expert Systems**: An application of AI. The AI is programmed to make decisions that typically require human level expertise in things like making medical diagnosis or driving a car. These technologies are largely behind automation.

**Features**: Any identifying characteristic AI uses to analyze, compare, or make decisions. In visa applications this may be a place of origin or criminal history; word choice for natural language processing; or eye color in facial identification.

**General Intelligence**: Human level intelligence which is able to do things like make connections between tasks, combine skills, become cognizant, and other more complex abilities. The dream of AI would be to develop a program that could reach this level of cognition. Currently, AI systems are unable to operate outside of their narrowly defined tasks and are not considered “Generally Intelligent”.

**Inputs**: AI requires a way to perceive its spatial or analytic environment, depending on the functions; this is the data it uses. Visual, audible, numerical, or qualitative data can be the input and it can be structured or unstructured. But not all AI can take all data, it depends on what it has been programmed to analyze.

**Machine Learning**: The process a machine goes through to teach itself a task and improve its completion of the task. Data is input, analyzed, and an output is returned. The machine can then compare its performance with a training baseline or its standalone performance (supervised or unsupervised learning) and improve its performance without human intervention. But, there will likely human oversight to evaluate its performance. In other words, the machine creates a (statistical) model of what it is doing or investigating and refines that model as more information is given to it. For example, the model may learn that fur is not a strong identifying characteristic of dogs after it wrongly uses fur to classify a cat as a dog.
Natural Language Processing: Computer translating and understanding of human language. For example, your iPhone personal assistant hearing your voice, understanding what you requested, and returning results or performing voice to text functions. Other examples include translators and chatbots.

Nearest Neighbor: Machine Learning where the algorithm compares its performance to the most similar observation, its ‘nearest neighbor’, or nearest Kth neighbors depending on the researchers’ desires. Typically, this works in the realm of classification, like Amazon’s recommendations or ad services. To recommend a new movie, Netflix will identify the ‘nearest neighbors’ to the movie you just rated 5 stars.

Neural Networks: A specific technology of AI that tries to simulate communicating brain neurons and allows it to learn. Input is split into separate simulated neurons which given weights for their importance in analysis. The neurons perform a process and “score” their data. In other terms this means the input is analyzed, and the information is sent to other neurons for other analysis until it reaches the output, where a decision is made. The adjustment of weights given to each node is part of the learning process. Nodes must determine where to pass along the information they are given, which comprises how they are connected within the neural network. Output nodes may be classifiers, like accept or reject. In this case, the node with the higher score is the deciding one. The middle notes would identify if the information matches what it knows about passing or not passing observations and scores based on that.

Outputs: AI output can be broad. From real-time traffic data the output may be a red or green light on a traffic signal. In visa applications, the AI can return recommendations like accept or reject. The AI can return correlations or patterns in data to flag outliers or provide new information. It may also be a response to a customer question. The output that AI can perform is diverse.

Propagation: The process of working through a neural network. There is forward propagation, or moving from the inputs to the outputs. There is also backward propagation, where the machine works backwards and assesses its process and can adjust the weights or making other changes to refine itself, this is how it learns or trains itself.

Reinforcement Learning: Machine learning where the algorithm checks its performance against a “correct” example given by a human. It can identify if it was right or wrong and adjust based on that outcome. It can also identify numerous solutions for humans to review. Researchers can set rewards or punishments for behavior can be set to direct the development of the algorithm, and the algorithm with then seek to optimize itself by minimizing punishment and maximizing reward. One must be careful in setting these constraints as they will be taken very literally and precisely by the computer.

Robotics: A field of AI which incorporates hardware (robots) into the ‘thinking’ software.

Robotic Process Automation: transferring human tasks over to machines. This often involves highly repetitive tasks which robots can do more efficiently.
**Social Intelligence or Affective Computing**: Systems that recognize, interpret, or process human affects like emotions, vocal tone, facial expression, etc.

**Structured Data**: information with a high degree of organization, such that inclusion in a relational database is seamless and readily searchable by simple, straightforward search engine algorithms or other search operations

**Supervised Learning**: Machine Learning where example inputs to outputs are given for reference to the algorithm. The algorithm learns how to replicate those connections or reach those conclusions. Humans have intervened to direct the algorithm.

**Training**: In Machine Learning, it is the process of improving the machines performance through running it with more data; usually the algorithm must be given a training dataset that contains the “right” answer for it to learn from initially, but later data sets can omit the answer to evaluate its performance. More and better data will help construct a better model.

**Turing Test**: A test developed by British AI pioneer Alan Turing in the 1950’s to determine if a technology is intelligent. Simply it says that if a human interacting with a machine is unable to identify it as a machine and not a human, then that machine is intelligent. This test is often applied to chatbots.

**Unstructured Data**: Data that is poorly organized so to be hard for us to understand it or search within it. Data may be unlabeled or uncategorized, or poorly so. A messy email inbox may be an example of unstructured data because while data are labeled by sender and subject, they may be disorganized within the inbox.

**Unsupervised Learning**: Machine learning where no example inputs to outputs or connections are identified for the algorithm. Instead, it independently seeks to identify connections or patterns. An application would be data mining in a large dataset.

**Weighting**: Giving different importance levels to different bits of information. More important information is weighted more heavily. In neural networks, the nodes that perform analysis of different information are weighted based on how much they contribute to the final decisions.
Appendix C: Abstracts for Articles Relating to Ethics of AI
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Prepared for: Academy AI Working Group - Subgroup on Ethics and Bias


The ACM approved seven principles for algorithmic accountability and transparency, including: awareness; access and redress; accountability; explanation; data provenance; auditability; validation and testing. This set of principles, consistent with the ACM Code of Ethics, is intended to support the benefits of algorithmic decision-making while addressing concerns about discrimination, opaqueness, and error.


This California Law Review examines concerns of inherent discrimination within data mining through the lens of Title VII’s prohibition of discrimination in employment. Despite advocates’ beliefs, algorithms are not a perfect tool because they are as biased as the data that are fed in and often reflect historic patterns of injustice, unintentional though they may be. There are technical, legal, and political difficulties in remedying the situation and the best efforts of those involved may not be enough – a reexamination of the historical and modern meanings of “discrimination” and “fairness” will be required.


This article examines the implications of Smart Cities in both an ethical and legal context, with attention to transparency in the deployment and development of predictive algorithms. The main focus of the article is on whether or not the public has the ability to learn about and independently assess predictive algorithms being deployed around the country. They seek information on government algorithms through Freedom of Information requests. They find that for the general public, getting access to documents relating to the development of algorithms, as well as the algorithms themselves, is difficult or impossible. Much of the article goes through case studies of the authors attempting to get access to this information through FOIA requests. The authors suggest there are ethical issues from first, a potential misalignment of values in the local government’s goals and the encoded prerogative of the algorithm. Secondly, if the public administrators do not fully understand the workings of the algorithm, there is no way for them to be held accountable to the public.
This year-end report compiled by experts and researchers of Artificial Intelligence warns that even though the concept of AI has been around for decades, real-world applications of it are now careening into prominence and require careful consideration. The report includes recommendations for companies and agencies using AI, all in the vein of rigorous preparation before use and post-implementation monitoring. The four major problem areas identified for the progress of AI are labor and automation, bias and inclusion, rights and liberties, and ethics and governance. The report concludes that a better understanding of AI and developing ethical codes for its use are paramount to its success.


In this 2015 report from the Centre for Internet and Human Rights, the issue of ethical considerations for algorithms is tackled. Discrimination and the balance of power or lack thereof can all be magnified using algorithms and often are done so unknowingly. There are three specific attributes of algorithms that require ethical scrutiny – complexity and opacity, gatekeeping functions, and subjective decision-making. As usual, the authors provide suggestions for legislative response and regulation.

https://openscholarship.wustl.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1166&context=law_la wreview

This article focuses on the modern data mining process’s skill at skirting around due process and not allowing individuals and the legal system to dictate the rules it follows. It draws a contrast between the twentieth and twenty-first century automation systems and how regulation has not had a chance to catch up and put adequate rules in place. The author calls for an updated framework through which the process of data mining can be held accountable in the same respect than any human process is.

https://digital.law.washington.edu/dspace-law/bitstream/handle/1773.1/1318/89wlr0001.pdf?sequence=1

In this article, credit scores are used as a case study to demonstrate the potential negative consequences of using predictive scores derived from algorithms to guide actionable decisions. The authors contest the claim that these predictions are objective by reminding that human judgement and values helped create the algorithms. These systems have the ability to cause a great deal of harm, like locking individuals out of access to credit, thus becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy. They raise concerns of algorithms having a disparate impact on protected classes. In order to ensure consumer and citizen protection from a new era of
discrimination, the authors recommend a system of due process for citizens that provide procedural safe
guards at each step of the scoring process; collection, calculation, dissemination and use.

Crawford, Kate & Schultz, Jason. 2014. “Big Data and Due Process: Toward a Framework to
https://lawdigitalcommons.bc.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=3351&context=bclr

There is an inherent dilemma in the modern practice of data mining – even if the data gathered is to the
benefit of the consumer, how can that consumer’s privacy still be protected? The authors state that data
mining has rapidly increased the amount of “personally identifiable information” of an individual and that
these can render inaccurate profiles that nonetheless negatively impact the individual. The article discusses
various privacy concerns and the three legal acts from the 1970s-80s that usually address these concerns,
but then claims that these acts are inadequate to handle the current privacy problems with big data. The
regulation that the authors recommend would be most effective is that of “procedural data due process”,
the same due process exemplified in the American judicial system.

https://jolt.law.harvard.edu/assets/articlePDFs/v31/31HarvJLTech1.pdf

This comprehensive guide to algorithms by the Harvard Journal of Law and Technology describes the basic
premise and issues with the use of algorithms, both in the private and public sectors and even the decision
of where and when to use them. There is a focus on transparency required for those implementing practices
with algorithms so that they are not repeatedly generating flawed outcomes. Computer science offers
practical solutions for the problems that arise with algorithms in the form of white-box and black-box
testing.

Edwards, Lilian & Veale, Michael. 2017. “Slave to the algorithm? Why a right to explanation is
probably not the remedy you are looking for,” Duke Law and Technology Review vol. 16
https://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?referer=&httpsredir=1&article=1315&cont
ext=dltr

This paper makes the case that a legally guaranteed “Right to Explanations” is not sufficient to resolve the
problems and fears many have about automated decision making, and instead create an illusion of
transparency. The author suggests that many grievances about the role of AI in decision making would not
be resolved by this right because learning about the decision-making criteria would not affect the perverse
outcome. In general, other protections derived in the GDPR provide a more promising foundation for
protecting consumers from harm. Additionally, the author notes the technical barriers standing in the way
and suggests that such a right will only hamper efforts to further develop and improve these technologies.
In May of 2014, members in the Executive Office of the President submitted the results of a 90-day study that the President had requested they perform on big data and its effects. After a description of big data, how it affects individuals, and the Obama administration’s general approach, the report launches into an examination of big data use in the public sector, private sector, and policy frameworks that would affect both. The conclusion focuses on the need to retain privacy policies as well as several policy enforcement recommendations.

In 2016, the FTC held a workshop under this same title and subsequently compiled the information from the workshop and other research into a report on the expanding role and implications of big data. After a brief description of the life cycle of big data, the report focuses specifically on its use and the issues that can arise when biases are introduced. The FTC outlines laws that would affect companies using big data and the current policy considerations that may affect them as well. Also noted is the duality of the issue of gathering and using big data in the first place – gathering information to benefit consumers while also somehow protecting consumer privacy.

This highly technical paper develops a framework to assess and reduce bias in predictive algorithms. It creates precise definitions of Equality of Opportunity and Equalized odds. The authors create a framework that is simple and does not depend on analyzing each characteristic of a case, but rather the joint distribution of outcomes and protected status through oblivious measures. In addition to building their own framework, the authors briefly explain the strengths and weaknesses of past work on eliminating bias in AI. To illustrate the different trade-offs and outcomes, the authors use loan approval and credit scoring to show how different criteria dramatically affect requirements.

This article looks to provide a theory for how the privacy system will adapt to the growing penetration of data into our lives and includes interesting histories about the development of privacy and methods and purpose of data collection in Smart Cities. The authors examine how resilient existing frameworks and regulatory approaches are for protecting privacy, concluding that they may suffer from a lack of citizen
input and adaptability. In the discussions, they highlight how Smart City data collection regimes conflict with past Supreme Court cases regarding protection from invasive data collection but note that SmartCities have not yet been challenged by case law.


This essay serves as a response to Kroll et al. and their claims that transparency is not a solution to algorithm accountability. Kim argues the opposite, saying that transparency in the form of third-party auditing offers the clearest assessment of the effectiveness and potential discriminatory nature of any algorithm.


The focus of this article lies within the employment sphere, specifically that of using algorithms in the hiring process and the discrimination that can arise. The author echoes the concerns of those wary about the use of algorithms — that if algorithms are built with inaccurate data, the biases inherent in that data will pass along to and be magnified by the algorithm. The author identifies the biases that result from inaccurate hiring algorithms as classification bias and states that it is prohibited by Title VII and requires legal ramifications.


The authors of this article recognize that there is much to be desired for the accountability of data mining and use and that transparency is the most popular solution. They argue, however, that this is often neither necessary nor sufficient to solve the problem and that there are other technological routes that would still preserve the privacy of those whose information is being mined. The article describes in-depth these various routes and how they both comply with legal requirements and privacy concerns.


This article focuses on algorithms designed to optimize resource allocation in efforts to better the lives of individuals, commonly referred to as social good algorithms. The authors overview the applications and benefits of these algorithms before raising issues with privacy violations, informational asymmetry, lack of transparency, discrimination and social exclusion which can easily result from these tools. The authors
then introduce “human-centric” requirements for positive disruption. They make recommendations for user-centric data ownership, tools and participatory infrastructure to encourage transparency, and developing living labs to experiment with and create data driven policies.


This paper asks how we can use AI to improve government for citizens and rebuild trust. The focus of the article is on applications that directly relate to citizen services like answering questions, filling out and searching documents, routing requests, translation, and drafting documents. The author makes the following recommendations for agencies looking to implement AI - make AI a part of a citizen centric program, get citizen input, build upon existing resources, be data-prepared and tread carefully with privacy, mitigate ethical risks and avoid AI decision making, and augment employees but do not replace them.


This article provides overviews of the most concerning ethical issues related to decision-making algorithms becoming more ubiquitous in society. The authors note how values are inescapably coded into algorithms and explain how difficult it is to identify bias in algorithms and assess its extent. The authors contribute to the debate by providing a structure for discussing future issues that arise based on 6 categories of ethical concerns; inconclusive evidence, inscrutable evidence, misguided evidence, unfair outcomes, transformative effects, and traceability.


This article examines ethical trade-offs inherent in the deployment of artificial intelligence and the growth of big data. They identify three non-exhaustive tradeoffs as privacy vs security, freedom vs control, and independence vs dependence. They ask about the effects of internet bubbles on people’s world views, decision making and learning when data is not viewed by people, and people’s respect for a computer’s decision. The authors identify two schools of moral thought for considering these questions.

The authors of this brief article aim to present a systematic approach to measuring bias in algorithms in the context of online information. This includes search results in places like Google and Amazon, and content presented to consumers on social media and elsewhere. The article provides background on the problems associated with information bias and break it down into core components and influences. The authors differentiate between user bias and content bias and explain differences between group level fairness and individual level fairness.


This White House report offers a thorough overview of changes expected to be brought about by the Big Data revolution, including many related to ethics of data collection, storage, and use in respect to privacy. While much of the report focuses on the technical aspects and technological development of big data, it also explains legal precedents and social expectations of privacy and how they are strained by both past and expected advancements. The report brings to light the complicated trade-offs between data collection and privacy, with the authors noting they believe the benefits of big data will outweigh the negatives.


Pew Research surveyed experts in the field of AI to gauge the overall effect of algorithms in society, receiving many answers that identify ethical questions about the future we are heading towards. This article provides a survey of the landscape of ethical concerns in AI with direct quotations from leading experts. Those experts expressed concern in giving robots decision-making power because of many issues including biases from coders’ social biases and historical bias in data, transparency issues in the development and operation of AI, granting institutions unseen levels of power for manipulation provided by analytic insights, and classification becoming a self-fulfilling prophecy in some ways and promoting echo chambers in others.


This chapter discusses the conceptualization of the privacy problems posed by “big data” based on how data practices and analytics are currently, or projected to be, used in a number of contexts. Privacy problems include controlling collection and use of information about oneself, autonomy over decision making, anonymity, choice in group associations, and “practical obscurity” – as well as related values of due process, equal protection, data security, and accountability. The chapter then identifies and evaluates a number of policy approaches for addressing these problems, demonstrating that the power of big data renders traditional information privacy policy responses obsolete and ineffective and argues for regulation and oversight on entities collecting and using big data.

This article analyzes the range of these ethical concerns arguing that characterizing them under the general rubric of ‘privacy’ oversimplifies the concerns and makes it too easy for advocates to dismiss or minimize them. Six distinct ethical concerns are identified: information privacy; anonymity; surveillance; autonomy; non-discrimination; and ownership of information. Particular attention is paid to whether personalized learning programs raise concerns similar to those raised about educational tracking in the 1950s.


This article outlines a deployment of AI that screens social media posts in Las Vegas to identify restaurants that are causing illness and may be violating health code laws. They use this information to target health inspections, improve efficiency, and identify more problem establishments. This novel application of data collection and analysis raises questions about the degree of state surveillance that should be allowed or desired. Crime, public opinion, and signs of welfare more may be effectively and passively monitored by governments with data collection and AI analysis, but this article centers on the unsettling thought of the government monitoring citizens’ social media.


This article examines the issue of racial discrimination stemming from online advertisements, specifically which names the advertisement pairs with the term “arrest”. Through extensive searches on Google, Google Images, and seeing what ads Google AdSense displays, Sweeney’s research finds that there is a correlation in the delivery of ads suggestive of an arrest record based on searches of racially associated names and promises future research and development on the topic.


This article serves as an overview of the current state of big data and privacy concerns. The practicalities of data mining and its benefits to an individual consumer are described in depth, as are the concerns to privacy that this access to personal information poses. The legal framework for legislatively privacy in the wake of the explosion of data mining is examined in the same fashion, with the problems and possible solutions discussed equally.
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